
GELCO MULTI-FLUE & SEMI-CUSTOM CAPS

Installation Instructions

1. Always wear gloves when installing or handling chimney tops. If the cap is 
    preassembled (not a knock-down top) proceed to step 4.

2. Assemble the base by aligning the loose mesh panel hinges with 
    the three sided mesh panel hinges. Then insert the hinge pins. 
    When assembling the base, the narrow lid mounting top strips 
    always face in.

3. Attach the lid using the cap screws and washers. Simply position     
    the lid on the base, and bolt the lid down. 

4. Place the top on the crown, positioning the SwingTab™ Reversible       
    Mounting Strips, as determined by the crown dimensions. Center       
    and level the top.

5. Once you’ve determined the position of the top, mark a 
     placement line around the top on the chimney crown using a 
     grease pencil, chalk, etc.

7. SwingTabs out: Set the tabs down onto the chimney crown, 
    making sure the base stays aligned with your placement line.

    SwingTabs in: Remove the lid. Place the base on the crown making 
    sure the base stays aligned with your placement line.

8. Recommended. Lift each hinged tab up and place a bead of              
    adhesive equal to 1/4”-1/2” (approximately 3/4” inside the placement line 
    if the SwingTabs are in) on the bottom side. Press the tabs down into 
    the adhesive, making sure the base stays aligned with your placement line.    
    (Note: Adhesive is sold separately - item #13910)

9. Using one of the holes in the mounting tabs as a template, drill a         
    hole into the chimney crown using a 3/16" masonry drill bit for the  
    first tapcon screw. The holes should be a minimum of 11/2" deep.         
    Install two masonry screws on two opposite sides or one on each of      
    four sides. Repeat this process, installing tapcon screws until the top        
    is secured. (Use a minimum of four screws.)

10. If necessary reattach the lid.

Alternate wing nut option 
is available.
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